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THE CALIBAN STRANGE VARIETY 

The Caliban Strange variety is a comedy brand, coming out 

of the city of Kitchener, Ontario, Canada. It is original sketch 

comedy. They are part of a comedy accelerator on CBC, called 

ComedyCoup, and a chance at a development deal worth 500k. 

Caliban has been described as a clown, like Red Skelton, in 

the classic sense. He writes and performs his work. He has a 

sock puppet, called Mr. Mouton, and a deaf muted scarecrow 

puppet, to introduce you to a few characters. 

  To give you insight, into the brilliant mind, of Caliban 

Strange, they offer membership into the inner circle, called The 

Caliban Club. It is where members receive a hat that has a radio 

attached and receives a broadcast only members are allowed to 

hear. The hats are sold, before the show for $6.99. Then, they 

broadcast before the show, and offers ads, contests, and an 

ongoing insight and bio of Caliban Strange, and the shows.  

 

 



 

 

Caliban Strange is the lead character and wears a red wig. No 

one has seen him without his wig. LOL! He goes everywhere 

wearing it. That is the ongoing joke. The question is not who is 

he? But what??!!...He is, well, he is funny!! 

 

He is no slouch and newcomer to CBC. He was part of season 2 of 

the Dragons’ Den, where he introduced his comic genius to the 

Dragons’ and pitched the Solar Powered Rock, which he later sold 

as a movie to Movieola. 

Virtual event 

On November 7
th
, they will launch onto the media with a live pre-

recorded interview with Caliban Strange on his website. Plus Dog 

condoms appear on Discovery’s Gags to Riches this week too. 

www.calibanstrange.com 

Caliban will describe his journey through the comedy 

accelerator.-the difficulty and the trip itself, as well as 

being the underdog. 

Watch the trailer! 
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Karl Williams                                                James P. McAuliffe                           Roland Hofer       
writer/DOP/talent                                          writer/talent                                   writer/talent 
 

Contact- Roland Hofer 
Cel: 519 581 8645 
Email: caliban@rogers.com 

 


